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waste, along its lofty towers. The squat houses of the Jews were in darkness for some time, as if their occupants were wondering how they stood in this affair, and then were lit up in frantic haste, as if some one had come along and kicked them into a proper state of patriotism.
The ValPs residence was illuminated in style, and every other Turkish home in our quarter remained wrapped in gloom.
By now the average citizen of Sanaa looks on the Islamic code as an antiquated nuisance. It is cumbersome and irksome to him, as armour to a man-about-town. He never did take to it kindly, centuries ago, and now it is getting a perfect bugbear.
The excitement of tracking down infringements of the code is beginning to pall—two can always play at the same game, and between them make life for either hardly worth living. Religious dogma has never been Sanaa's strong suit—she has always been a big business centre, and would be again if she were given a proper chance.
Nowadays the Sanaani trader cannot do big business unless he is in touch with European merchants at Hodeida, dealing in European goods. This means bills of lading, per contra accounts, credit on invoice, and the usual machinery of civilized commerce. Unless the Sheria is applied with reasonable gumption, our trader fetches up against one or other of its clauses at every turn. The mere fact of an ordinary business conference with a Christian merchant down at Hodeida, is quite enough to set a rival on his track when he gets back to Sanaa. "What was he doing down there? Business with that tippling unbeliever ? " Cigarettes and coffee would have been handed round in accordance with the custom of the country. <c Of course the coffee contained

